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Abstract This paper explores the issue of deaf children in mainstream education and the implications this has for their health. Currently more than 48,000 children in the UK are classified as deaf with some 85% taught in mainstream schools although they are significantly educationally underachieving. The vulnerability of deaf children and some of the difficulties they face are highlighted. An outline is provided of the nature of deafness and the Deaf Community, together with a description of cochlear implants and of British Sign Language. Some of the issues relating to the need for assessment, treatment and support for deaf children are discussed, including increased risk of sexual and physical abuse. Possible professional roles for psychologists are identified.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Introduction to Hearing Loss

The aim of this paper is to explore the issue of being deaf in mainstream education and the implications for deaf school children's health in the UK. The emphasis is on the United Kingdom rather than the developed world because of the complexities of the UK's legal and education systems. While deafness or the American preferred term "with hearing impairment" is universal, the way it is dealt with varies widely worldwide. The term 'deafness' here is used to describe all degrees and types of hearing loss, whether conductive, sensorineural or mixed. In conductive hearing loss, the conduction pathways for sounds to reach the inner ear are affected. This usually influences nearly all frequencies of hearing evenly. Sensorineural hearing loss results from damage to the delicate sensory hair cells of the inner ear or the nerves which supply it. The loss can range from mild to profound. A mixed hearing loss occurs with both conductive and sensorineural loss resulting in lasting damage to the ear. Hearing loss may arise from a wide range of acquired or hereditary causes, including in utero damage from drugs or infections [1].

Deafness (from the Dutch word “Doof”) is being used here to describe hearing loss, which corresponds to hearing level of 95 dB+ (the quietest sound that can be heard is >95 decibels). Severe hearing loss is 70-94 dB, the equivalent of the sound from a lawnmower or airplane nearby, for moderate hearing loss is 40-69 dB, the sound level of a baby crying or dog barking causing difficulty following speech even with hearing aids. Most hearing people can hear sounds ranging from 0 to 140 dB with whispering at 25 to 30 dB, talking usually between 45 to 60 dB. Sounds louder than 90 dB can be uncomfortable while some heavy metal bands can register 110 dB+. Levels above 120 dB can be painful resulting in temporary or permanent hearing loss.

1.2. Methodology

A detailed review of the various WebPages catering for the deaf population was undertaken such as actiononhearingloss.org.uk; asha.org; cdc.gov; ncbddd; childrenmentalhealthweek.org; cmft.nhs.uk/childrens-hospitals; fda.gov; gosh.nhs.uk; hearingsolutions.ca; ndcs.org.uk; nidcd.nih.gov; occupytheory.org. Initially a literature search of various databases was undertaken using key words deafness and school children further searches were undertaken on important authors, plus a review of the major papers published over the last three decades in addition to contact with various experts in the field concentrating specifically on school children rather than pre-school.

Of note is the work of CRIDE [2] a consortium bringing together a range of organizations and individuals with a common interest in improving the educational outcomes achieved by deaf children through research. Representatives include: the British Association of Teachers of the Deaf (BATOD), City University of London, the Ear Foundation, the Ewing Foundation, the National Deaf Children’s Society,
the National Sensory Impairment Partnership (Nat SIP), Frank Barnes School for Deaf Children, Mary Hare School, the specialist education service for deaf children in Kent, Norfolk and the Highlands, University of Edinburgh, University of Leeds and UCL. The search highlighted the limited work on deaf children's health issues compared to hearing children.

1.3. Estimates of the Prevalence

Estimates of the prevalence of deafness in children must be treated with caution as they vary considerably depending on the hearing loss thresholds used in different studies and the age of the sample. One of the problems in reviewing deaf educational provisions is that legal requirements vary widely worldwide, so unless mentioned, data will relate to the UK only. Fortnum et al. [3] estimate the prevalence of permanent childhood hearing loss in the United Kingdom with adjustment for under-reporting, the combined prevalence for moderate, severe and profound hearing loss was 10.7 per 10,000 for three year olds and 20.5 per 10,000 for children aged 9-16. For those with profound hearing loss, the figure was 2.7 per 10,000 for three year olds and 4.4 per 10,000 for those aged 9-16. CRIDE's [2] defined children and young people up to the age of 19 with sensorineural and permanent conductive deafness from mild to profound.

Currently some 900,000 adults in the UK are classified as ‘severe or profoundly deaf’ and more than 45,000 children are classified as deaf [4]. Approximately 85% of deaf children are taught in mainstream schools [5]. CRIDE's [2] survey reported a total of 48,932 deaf children in the UK on 31st January 2015. For those children who are born deaf; a prevalence rate of approximately 20/10,000 is indicated [2]. Based on responses from 126 out of 132 services, the total number of deaf children in England was 41,261. It is noted that in 2011, 37,414 children were identified as being deaf, indicating a 10.3% increase in five years. The smallest service reported 70 deaf children within in their boundaries. The largest reported 1,466 deaf children. The average number of deaf children belonging in each service was 327. Based on 132 services, it is obvious that different services have considerably different pressures exerted on them to provide service for deaf children. These figures suggest that the School Census continues to significantly under-record the number of deaf children. The 25,367 deaf children identified by the School Census amounts to 61% of the 41,261 deaf children identified by CRIDE.

The usual way to write about D/deaf people is to focus on the fact that they do not hear. As such there is a risk that everything they are and everything that they will do will be interpreted in this context. Deafness therefore can in some circumstances be seen as ‘problematic’. In the past, deaf people were viewed as being disabled and of limited intellectual ability a perception reinforced by clinical as well as educational literature, maintained by a lack of information on deafness and the use of inappropriate methodology.

1.4. Underachieving

One of the many reasons why deafness is an issue for psychologists is the knowledge that deaf children are underachieving. For example, many deaf children will be unemployed and have a higher rate of mental health problems in adulthood [5]. Based on their survey of services for deaf children [2]; they are among the most vulnerable and educationally dis-advantaged children in the UK. The Department for Education [6] indicated that in England in 2015, 41% of deaf pupils obtained five GCSEs A-C grades (the highest three grades in the General Certificate of Secondary Education), including English and Maths, compared with 64% for 16 years old schoolchildren in general [6]. These figures need to be treated with care [2], who identified over 41,000 deaf pupils compared with the Ministry's census figure of approximately 24,000. Basically, the School Census is failing to capture 39% of deaf children.

The National Deaf Children’s Society [5] raised the issue of a lack of accurate Government data on deaf school leavers as this has major implications for funding of services. They also reported that UCCA [7] indicated 780 deaf applicants in 2015 were successful in their application for a place at university compared to over 400,000 hearing students. NDCS [5] indicated that there is no data available for UK deaf children’s ‘A’ level results.

While some UK universities have deaf units, none actually provide an education in BSL. In America, deaf students can aim and achieve a university education using American Sign Language (ASL) by attending Gallaudet University, the world's only university for the deaf. However it has had political problems in the past when hiring a hearing president, who it was thought did not understand the deaf culture (www.gallaudet.edu/about/history-and-traditions/deaf-president).

NDCS [5] highlighted the lack of post 16 year old work histories for deaf children in the UK making it difficult to advocate on their behalf. Historically, many deaf students leave Senior School with poor academic or vocational qualifications [5]. Usually faced with employment in non-deaf environments and such conditions can mean rejection, loneliness and isolation from work colleagues who lack an understanding of deaf issues.

In the past, deaf children in the UK were commonly educated at Schools for the deaf, however, most have been closed down and 85% of deaf children are educated in mainstream schools [2] including 7% at schools with special provisions. Some 21% of deaf children were recorded as having additional (undefined) educational needs [2]. The implications for deaf children include disassociation from their school environment because of the loss of background sounds, which can lead in more severe cases to depression. In most cases of profound deafness, speech is likely to be
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1 UCCA, the Universities Central Council on Admissions, provides a 'clearing house' for university undergraduate applications in the United Kingdom.
2 ‘A’ levels are usually taken by students for university entrance in the UK.
affected, adding to communication problems and a lack of confidence resulting in restrictive social contact. Educational trips may be limited because of a lack of facilities (e.g. a 'loop system' to enable them to follow lectures or speech in meetings) or an interpreter to sign for them. Deaf children are at greater physical risk in public places and schools due to a lack of visual/tactile alarm systems.

1.5. Communication

Over 90% of deaf children are born to hearing parents with minimum experience of deafness or knowledge of how to communicate with a deaf individual [8]. A deaf child in a hearing family can feel stigmatized and socially isolated especially if the family does not learn sign language. A lack of communications can affect a child's development and make a child vulnerable to physical, emotional and sexual risk of harm as well as suffering educationally. It could be argued that parents and teachers not using signing are restricting a child's development, while signing would increase the child's self-esteem. Historically, Moores [9] argues that “rejecting sign language is rejecting the child”, whereas accepting sign language should produce greater self-esteem. Gregory [10] found that in hearing families who signed, in approximately 50% of cases it was the mother who was the main signer and 50% of occasions it was a sibling but very rarely the father. The mother becomes the interpreter for the father, which affects the family dynamics and his child's self-esteem. Historically, the importance of the role of the father in a child’s development is well known and is a major predictive factor in offending [11-12]. Families facilitating language development and communications skills are essential for deaf children. At social and family occasions, it is unlikely that everyone will sign, so young deaf children can feel left out and be embarrassed at attempts to involve them. However, if the whole family is deaf, the child is more likely to become part of a close knit, supportive Deaf Community, where they will be appropriately socialized and may be more protected from vulnerability and victimization.

1.6. The Deaf Community & British Sign Language (BSL)

The age of onset and degree of hearing loss significantly affects an individual’s communication preferences, language acquisition and cultural identity [12]. Prelingual deaf children are more likely to use sign language to communicate and identify within a distinct Deaf culture than those who acquire postlingual deafness. The term Deaf is used to identify individuals who belong to the Deaf community with British Sign Language (BSL) being their preferred language. The term deaf includes members of the Deaf Community unless specifically writing about the Deaf community, when a capital D is used.

Sign language was first documented in the UK by Bulwer (1644). In the USA, until 1940, deaf people were regarded as 'legally incompetent'. In the UK, the case of an accused 'deaf mute' named Pritchard in 1836 resulted in 'Unfit to plead' being established [14].

While co-existing within the wider hearing world, the Deaf community has experienced high levels of social exclusion [15]. The Deaf community has suffered a great deal of misunderstanding over centuries, resulting in a history of misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment by mental health professionals. For the Deaf community, BSL is as well designed, complex and sophisticated as any spoken language. BSL was legally recognized in the UK in 2003. Action on Hearing [16], suggest that there are between 50,000 and 70,000 people who use BSL, however it has been suggested because of a large census under-reporting it could be in excess of 100,000 [17]. While, over 5,500 (12%) deaf children live in homes where neither English nor Welsh (another regional UK language) is the first language [2]; this adds considerable difficulties for deaf children trying to comprehend two or even three languages if they use BSL.

Within the psychosocial model, membership of the Deaf community has demographic, psychological, linguistic, political and sociological dimensions. The UK's Deaf community shares common experiences, beliefs, values and norms through a common language (BSL), and a shared culture. Such membership can enhance self-esteem and development of a positive self-concept. Sessa and Sutherland [18] supported the argument that spoken or signed early language acquisition is a protective factor against mental disorder with education as a means to prevent deferred development and improve mental health outcomes for deaf children. They argued the major factor in a child's potential mental health was how the child, their family and the community respond to the child's deafness.

However, 90% of children do not access BSL in childhood, and therefore do not acquire the ability to communicate until later in adolescence [2]. Humphries et al. [19] reported that signing can promote spoken language acquisition. Most deaf school leavers aged 16 or 17 have a reading age of 8-9 years [20], a figure that has not changed much over the years. Many deaf children acquire 'coping strategies' throughout their childhood and adolescent years whereby they will falsely give the impression of understanding what is being said. Deaf children will give out cues (nonverbal communications) as though they fully understand [21], which can be quite misleading especially in a strange environment. An advantage of being a member of the Deaf community is they usually have access to sign language as their first language; D/deaf children with D/deaf parents have less mental health problems [22]. The acquisition of understanding, beliefs, and identification of feelings, attitudes, social skills and awareness of choice is often limited in deaf children. It could be argued that religious needs may not be met in the British school system for many deaf children even though religious studies are compulsory under the Education Act [23].
1.7. Cochlear Implant

Cochlear implants have resulted in the development of hearing in many deaf children. Fortnum et al. [24] argue that children without implants do less well than those with implants in the classroom. Implants have improved communications leading to improved social relationships with peers [25]. Kent [26] reported that individuals with a hearing disability were more likely to report feeling and/or experiencing loneliness than those with hearing. Many adolescents have a constant desire to be perceived as 'normal', and not having 'hearing' problems [27] because they are very aware of the power differentials between themselves and the 'dominant' hearing culture leading to marginalization [28]. With improved hearing comes the chance of developing 'good' spoken language [29] and possible better health. Mackay [30] provided a detailed review of cochlear implants including highlighting the relationship between autism/ASD and deafness. He emphasized the need to be aware of the relationship between being deaf and experiencing symptoms of Autism/ASD. Autism is about seven times more common in deaf children than in hearing children [31]. Sessa and Sutherland [18] argued that it is critical that professionals undertake accurate and early diagnosis of autism in deaf children.

Implants are increasingly becoming the norm with the argument that the earlier the better for auditory and verbal development [32]. Providing implants within the child's first 12–36 months creates the optimum chance of achieving and maintaining age appropriate spoken language skills during primary school years [33]. On 31st December 2012, over 324,000 people worldwide had received implants [34]. Indicative of its acceptability; Australian Graeme Clark, designer of the cochlear implant, was awarded the $500,000 Russ Medal (the Nobel Prize for engineering) in 2015. Approximately 58,000 American adults and 38,000 children have received an implant [34] with over 70% of profoundly deaf British children having had them fitted [35]. The total maintained cochlear implant population in the UK at the end of March 2015 was 13,015 [36]. While there are many positive aspects of cochlear implants, however the USA's Food and Drug Administration's webpage (www.fda.gov) highlights some of the negative aspects such as general anesthesia risks associated with any medical process. Risks from surgical procedures include injury to the facial nerve; meningitis (infection of the brain's outer lining) and Cerebrospinal fluid leakage. Perilymph fluid leakage; tinnitus; numbness around the ears are also risks, as is the body rejecting the implant (Reparative granuloma). Funds upwards of $50-100,000 may be required while the process is free under the UK's Health Service's provisions. While many are positive about cochlear implants, it could be argued that it poses a threat to the new generation of users who will no longer feel the need to join their local Deaf Community and as such it could reduce membership.

Not all deaf people want to join the hearing world with some perceiving implants as a threat to their culture and have not allowed their deaf children to have implants [37]. While much has been written about deafness and the use of implants, less is known about social confidence experienced by children. Implants can help deaf individuals improve their hearing but cannot cure deafness and some children may hold unrealistic expectations for themselves resulting in later feelings of low poor self-esteem and disappointment [18]. Berry and O'Rourke [38] explored Deaf, cochlear implanted and hearing male adolescents' differences in social confidence levels and found implant users demonstrated lower social confidence especially when in the company of Deaf males. Irrespective of age, individuals benefit from implants including those who are over 65 [39]. Bathgate et al. [40] have produced a guideline for psychologists working in implants teams.

1.8. Specialist Teachers of the Deaf

Deaf children have differing educational requirements compared to hearing children; they need to be fully assessed by a Specialist Teacher of the deaf and preferable by a Psychologist. The role of Specialist teachers is supporting deaf children and acting as a resource for classroom staff and Teaching Assistants to empower them in teaching in a deaf awareness manner. However, each visiting Teacher of the deaf in the UK is working, on average, with 42 deaf children with many in excess of 60 per teacher [5] while CRIDE [2] reported an average of 47 in 2015; such vast numbers challenges the whole concept of individualized educational support. The distribution of deaf children is not constant nationwide and some educational services are supporting ten or less while others over 200 children. This very wide ranging prevalence covers 132 service authorities thus service provisions varying widely for deaf school children depending where they live. Some deaf children in mainstream schools are being supported by Teaching Assistants, most who have little experience of deafness and have received insufficient training in how to cope with deaf children. It would appear that very little attention to deaf children's educational needs is considered during official visits\(^3\) [8]. Due to limited funds that some State schools are not gaining access to specialist skills available in adjoining authorities ('postal code lottery'\(^4\)) with negative implications for children's mental health [2].

2. Mental Health

2.1. Mental Health Issues

Deaf children experience behavioral or mental health problems covering a wider range of issues such
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\(^3\) UK schools are regularly subject to thorough official assessment to evaluate their functionality (OFSTEAD).

\(^4\) A slightly derogative term implying where you live is more important than your needs for various services: the USA equivalent would be 'zip code'.
cyberbullying, physical and psychological bullying; stress; educational problems including learning difficulties, school phobia, the influence of ADHD; the effects of being on the Autism Spectrum Disorder; depression including suicidal ideation; OCD; and physical health problems as well as eating disorders. In addition, deaf children may experience difficulties trying to communicate with their family doctor and even counselors who are not 'deaf aware'. Some of these problems may well result in anger outbursts that require anger management. Gutman et al. [41] reported on their study of approximately 20,000 families that over 10% of eleven year olds experience severe mental health problems as reported by their parents. Their results indicated that a child from a traditional professional postgraduate married parental home was some 4.5 times less likely to be perceived as suffering mental health problem compared to a mixed ethnic child of a unemployed low income family (17% prevalence). Boys were twice as likely to be regarded as having severe mental health problems than girls. Overall 20% of children experience problems in one of four age groups (3, 5, 7 & 11 years old) but only 1.5% across all four groups. Their study did not report on deaf children because of the small number involved.

Most primary schools in the UK do not have a school counselor though one in five children will have need of counseling during the first eleven years of schooling [42]. Behaviour disorder in deaf children can result from inadequate socialization and communications if born into a hearing family. Young et al. [43] and others [21] have highlighted the criminal vulnerability of deaf individuals because of their criminal suggestibility when dealing with hearing people in authority, which has implications for deaf children and school authority figures, a hypothesis that needs testing.

2.2. Physical Abuse

In cases where deaf children are exposed to abuse, there appears to be limited awareness of the extent to which specialist knowledge of cultural interest is required for deaf children [44] and as such a child’s impairment could mask child protection concerns [45]. Similarly it is difficult for children to disclose physical, sexual or emotional abuse because of their fear of the abuser and being mis-understood [46]. Being subjected to any physical, sexual or emotional abuse is likely to affect children's academic performance over time as well as their long term mental health. Sexual and physical abuse in early childhood can lead to serious mental health issues especially when children cannot express their feelings to the authority figures. Ridgeway [47] highlighted the number of deaf children suffering from sexual abuse was far greater than for the hearing population. She reported incidences of penetrative sexual abuse being experienced by 40% of deaf children (63% girls and 35% boys) by the time they are sixteen, compared to a 15% prevalence rate in the non-deaf population. Kvam [48] reported similar data from a large Norwegian sample that deaf females were sexually assaulted more than twice as often as hearing females and deaf boys more than three times as often as hearing males. Once again most victims did not report the abuse to authority figures or their parent. The UK government recently set up a national Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA) into historical cases of sexual abuse by famous individuals such as Jimmy Savile and Rolf Harris. The writer argues that, it may become an issue for deaf adults as more cases become known.

Sullivan and Knutson's [49] extensive study of deaf and hard of hearing (h/h) children, reported that they have twice the risk for physical and emotional neglect, and almost four times the risk for physical abuse than hearing counterparts. Deaf children are at a higher risk than hearing children because of their physical vulnerability. Jones et al. [50] estimated that disabled children experience a three to four-fold increased risk of abuse compared to their non-disabled children. (It is not proposed here that deafness is a disability). Many people do not consider deafness to be a disability and are staunchly opposed to medical models that conceptualize it in such a way [18]. The point being made is that vulnerability can lead to victimization.

A survey of 108 deaf and 317 American hearing students explored childhood maltreatment between deaf and hearing children; more deaf and hard-of-hearing students (77%) indicated experiencing some form of childhood maltreatment, compared to 49% of hearing respondents [51]. In addition, students with more severe hearing loss indicated an increased rate and severity of maltreatment. However, being part of the American Deaf community did prevent some maltreatment [51]. Deaf individuals had higher rates of negative cognitions about themselves, others and the future compared with hearing individuals who had suffered maltreatment with long term implications for mental health [51]. The rate of depression and post-traumatic stress was also higher among deaf students regardless of maltreatment but they showed that active members of the Deaf community reported fewer depressive and P.T.S.D. symptoms.

2.3. Child Protection

Approximately 6% of UK children are classifiable as disabled [52]. Stalker & McArthur [53] indicated that disabled children were significantly more likely to experience abuse than their non-disabled peers. They make the point that the Criminal Justice System and the services offering treatment often did not take into consideration disabled children's needs and heightened vulnerability. They stated that there was a dearth of knowledge of how disabled children respond to abuse as few studies have sought victims' accounts. Extensive input is required, at both strategy and practice levels, to ensure that children's rights to protection are upheld. Nevertheless, Psychologists and schools should be aware of the risks of non-disclosure by deaf children because of their fear of not being believed and limited
contact with teaching staff.

It would appear that the chances of disclosure of any deaf child's problems (educational or otherwise) are dependent upon a supportive relationship with a trusted person (to whom the disclosure is made) and good communication support. Deaf children benefit more if they disclose to professional staff rather than family, friends and neighbors [54]. Although some schools had created safe and protective environments for deaf children, professional staff was slow to recognize pupils' increased safety needs [55]. Young et al. [56] raised concerns regarding the quality of services and supports available to deaf children, a situation that has shown significant reductions, largely due to the UK economic 'cutbacks' [57-58]. Taylor et al. [54] argued that the abuse of deaf children is frequently under-reported because of the myths and stereotypes surrounding the abuse. Deaf children can be in constant contact with the authorities yet for their abuse or mental health problem to be undetected. Often deaf children lack a wide range of friends and contacts within their extended family and schools because of a shortage of professional support creating higher vulnerability for harm with associated mental health issues.

2.4. Social Identity/Interactions

During adolescence, gender, age, ethnicity, and hearing status affects the development of identity [59] with deaf adolescents having to cope with challenges of being deaf in a sound-dominated environment [60]. Cambra [61] found Deaf adolescents construed identity in terms of personal appearance, their ego and interests, but made fewer references to their peers and social environment than hearing adolescents. Their sense of identity was far narrower socially, due to limited interactions and experiences in the community. Cultural factors and social experiences are important when distinguishing between deaf and hearing identities, as the degree of hearing loss can influence how individuals identify themselves as hearing, h/h, deaf or Deaf.

Social skills are essential for succeeding in the modern world [62-64]; those who lack them are often rejected by others and are at risk of developing mental health problems that persist during adulthood [65]. Communication difficulties and their peers' lack of awareness regarding their hearing status; deaf adolescents do not always experience positive peer interactions in mainstream schools [66]. Beresford et al. [67] has argued that many deaf children were unable to access mental health facilities and reached adulthood untreated resulting in severely dysfunctional lives often ending up in the care of the adult mental health and forensic services. Dammeyer [68] reported that poor signing or spoken communication skills were associated with psychosocial problems. Many deaf schoolchildren often lack contact with Deaf adults acting as good role models of successful deaf people, such contact could be advantageous to good mental health.

Hearing boys in mainstream education are more accepted and popular than deaf male classmates; however this is not the case for deaf girls [69], which probably mimics the hearing world within the same age groups. Friendship made at school can often be lifelong especially in hearing children unlike friendship for deaf students which is often sporadic [70, 64]. A lack of sustainable friendships could be a potential identifiable risk for later mental health problems. Berelowitz, et al. [71] argue that a major risk factor is social isolation which can allow abuse to occur and go undetected, although they argue that the risks are poorly understood. Van Eldik [72] reported that Dutch Deaf adolescents in Schools for the Deaf experienced more withdrawn behaviors than their deaf mainstreamed and hearing peers and that experiencing regular interactions in a mainstream school is likely to improve social confidence. In various environmental conditions, adolescents with different hearing status displayed diverse levels of social confidence [38]. In today's Society, it is becoming less frequent for children to engage in initial face-to-face communications because they are increasingly using social media instead. Being nimble with their fingers is becoming more important and possibly less dependent upon their hearing status.

2.5. Risk Behaviour

While much of the deaf literature is based upon the USA, less is known of the economically less developed countries. For example, Rusinga [73] examined the perceptions of 50 deaf Zimbabweans aged between 15 – 24 (mean 19) years arguing that deaf people's sexual needs are scantily understood and being neglected puts them at risk of sexual health problems as well as sexual violence. Some 36% of female respondents reported that they had been sexually assaulted while more than a third of females stated if raped they would not report it because they would be too shy or afraid. However deaf adolescents' sexual vulnerability was inextricably linked to their poor sexual socialization and ignorance rather than their deafness [73].

As adolescent males constitute a high suicide risk, they [38] argued that it was essential to undertake further research in the light of deaf people having a 40% lifetime prevalence of mental health problems, compared with 25% of hearing people [74]. The reduction of funding of adolescent mental health treatment will have some serious implications for deaf adolescents. Research into the Deaf community is essential to identify methods to reduce the risk of mental health problems arising, an issue under-researched by psychologists.

3. Physical Health Issues

According to Alexander et al. [75], deaf patients have poorer health compared to the hearing population and are likely to have a higher rate of hypertension, obesity and depression [76] with poor diagnosis and a lack of adequate
treatment of chronic conditions putting them at risk of preventable ill health. Deaf adults use primary care more frequently than the general population, although many (44%) experienced difficulties during their last GP interaction [77].

Deaf people (14%) rated their family doctor (GP) as poor or very poor compared to 3% of hearing patients with only a quarter of deaf patients trusting their GP. A similar response is likely to be reported by adolescents if asked; which makes their disclosure of any mental health problems difficult. Emond et al. [77] argue that reasonable adjustments are clearly not always being made for deaf patients under the Equality Act [78]. It is against NHS policy to ask family members to sign/interpret in GP-patient interactions.

4. Discussion

Psychosocial theories of stigma, language and prejudice can help to explain the transformation of deafness from a stigma to a more acceptable cultural identity leading to group and individual identity. These theories can be applied to the issues of deafness as culture: the role of the stigma of 'disability', the use of sign-language, and prejudice against non-group members in the preservation of the Deaf culture. Historically deafness was perceived as a physical disability with cognitive and motor impairments. Deafness as a disability has been the underlying premise of the education and rehabilitation of the deaf for decades [79-80]. As Butler, Skelton and Valentine [81] argued deafness is not pathology and does not need to be "fixed".

When deafness is viewed as a disability, then deaf individuals are regarded as lacking a 'normal' attribute. To maintain self-esteem individuals must regard stigmatization as positive [81]). It has been argued that when individuals identify with others who have "disabilities" they do not regard themselves as stigmatized, but as members of a select group [81]. The establishment of an "out-group" is a natural response to development of an "in-group." and is a risk for deaf children isolated in the mainstream schools as most live the majority of their time in the hearing world. Less prejudice from the hearing world would increase the permeability of the culture and weaken its distinctiveness and status. However some Deaf people are opposed to hearing professionals working in the area of deafness Lane [82].

Linguistics is an essential element of culture and heritage, and that people identify more with people who speak the same language than with those who share the same familial background [83]. While Dolnick [84] succinctly argue that "deaf children acquire a sense of cultural identity from their peers rather than their parents" (p. 38). As Goffman [85] defined an individual becomes stigmatized "[when they are] reduced in our minds from a whole and usual person to a tainted, discounted one". Psycho-social theories help to explain the nature of stigma, language and prejudice that has led to formation of the Deaf Community as a minority group. Being stigmatized can lead individuals to form groups composed of like-minded people. A necessary requirement is to create good self-esteem. Some Deaf people seek to separate themselves from the societal concept of disability altogether thereby removing the stigmatizing label. So with in mind to be successful the deaf child should have sense of culture that overarches with the hearing world.

Deaf mental health services often reveal Deaf individuals whose mental illnesses have been significantly neglected, to their risk and detriment and a risk to Society. Denmark [86] identified the frustration deaf individuals feels in trying to communicate is often released as an "explosive reaction" and may be mistaken for mental illness [86].

Psychologists have much to offer deaf children in schools and even before starting education, for example undertaking detailed psychometric assessments for modifying circumstances to enhance deaf children's academic aspirations. Psychology needs to appropriate a range of psychometrics for assessing deaf people. Some non-verbal measures are available such as Raven's Progressive Matrices, BSL versions of the Patient Health Questionnaire, the GAD 7-Item Scale, and the Work and Social Adjustment Scale [87]. The Flesch score [88] is a useful test of readability that should be considered for deaf children who traditionally have a reading age of around nine years old. It can assess if deaf children can read documents placed in front of them. The lower the Flesch score, the harder a document is to read, therefore schoolbook authors and others should aim for a very high figure to enable a larger population to be able to read their material. Some communication software has an inbuilt Flesch Score calculator enabling writers to gain feedback of the readability of their text. Higher readability could reduce the stress for many deaf children.

Psychologists need to be aware of the physical and psychological risk that deaf children experience in schools as well as being aware of the legal issues involved. There is a need for schools to fit adequate systems to alert deaf children (and staff) of possible danger. Fire alarms need to flash or vibrate and smoke detectors need to be adapted so deaf schoolchildren are made aware quickly that they need to move. The vibrating options on many 'smart phones' could be useful to communicate important messages to deaf children.

It is important to address the prevention of abuse of deaf children as this is a much under-researched area [54]. MacKay [89] argued for the use of a systematic evidence based approach in response to mental health problems in schools.

Szarkowski & Brice's [90] qualitative study of 11 parents of deaf children, reported some powerful positive values regarding their deaf children such as accepting it as a learning experience, appreciating everyday positives, taking less for granted and enjoying their unique situation. While criticism can be levied at the study, it does nevertheless look at the situation from a parental aspect with more positive conclusions than the study [91] who argued that as a consequence of a lack of understanding of deaf children's different communications needs, hearing parents can become
overprotective and over-controlling, which may subsequently interfere with the development of healthy attachments.

Sessa & Sutherland [18] reviewed the role of the four National Deaf’ Child & Adolescent Mental Health Services’ (CAMHS) providing support for deaf children and their families to encourage normal development thus reducing the mental health risk and improve children’s sense of inclusion and self-esteem. Deaf CAMHS aim to reduce the risks of deaf people with untreated mental illnesses, preventing admission to the Criminal Justice and the psychiatric system. They [18] argued that many professionals do not know about the units as they are still relatively new facilities for the treatment of mentally ill deaf children.

As to the treatment or prevention of mental illness, more could be undertaken in terms of training school professionals regarding deaf children's vulnerability when they engage in ‘safeguarding training’. However given that Education is now facing rounds of ‘cuts’ after being ‘protected’ for so long it is not clear how this need will be funded.

From a teaching viewpoint it is interesting to ask what impact does being deaf in an unsympathetic hearing environment have on the behaviour of the child. Do they ‘play up’ more? Are there more outbursts of frustration and anger, especially as most teachers are not trained to deal with a deaf child in this situation? While technology can help deaf children, there may well be a tendency to retreat into the online world (but any more than hearing children?). Or can technology help a child who has issues communicating in a non-signing world understand or be understood more easily with the use of ‘I-pads and tablets’ with details of lessons would help as would access to the internet?

In addition to school funding, there is a need for parental support for pre-school deaf children to enable them to start school at the same academic level as hearing children. It is essential that where anxieties exist that early detection and parent support is provided. For example, the Distraction Test can be used with newborn up to 9 months old babies (www.gosh.nhs.uk) to help identify hearing loss. There is a need to up-skill other professionals who support the emotional and psychological welfare of deaf children, which could be undertaken by Psychologists to facilitate a culture of improved language acquisition for deaf children to prevent negative mental health outcomes.

5. Future

There are a limited number of psychologists who can sign or are willing to work in the area and learn to sign. This highlights the weakness of deaf psychometrics especially if the items are being filtered through interpreters (often not psychometrically orientated), who add their own slant to it, usually unknowingly. Cromwell [92] explored the difficulties that hearing psychologists face when testing deaf patients and also how interpreters can affect this process. As more deaf students are gaining university education, there is an increasing number of deaf individuals working as professional psychologists. This under-reported and under-funded sector could be a growth area for Psychologists. Working with deaf individuals challenges many of the practices and customs of mainstream psychology but is professionally rewarding if psychologists can help reduce the mental health problems experienced by children in our schools. Ironically, better identification of deaf children means that the problem will not go away. Psychologists are in a good position to increase deaf awareness in pupils and staff by running courses, staff support and evidence based therapy.

Ideally deaf children should have a solid progression into adulthood with an appropriate physical and mental good health, a high level of social independence, being able to maintain good and meaningful emotional relationships based upon good communication skills irrespective of method (signing or cochlear implant) and be proud of being D/deaf. Unfortunately, many deaf individuals are discriminated against in the community. This is likely to continue until there are radical changes in the approach adopted by the government bodies as well as the professions. This leads to the question “If mental illness is usually regarded as being under-funded in most countries’ health budgets, where does that leave the D/deaf child/patient? While there are major differences between the provisions of services in the UK, the issues faced by deaf schoolchildren are similar to that of many of the developed world (social isolation, health problems, and restricted careers) with modern technology their world could change for the better.

6. Recommendations

To overcome some of the issues rose in this paper; it is argued that there needs to be governmental and professional initiatives to increase the:

a) Deaf awareness in mainstream education.

b) Awareness of the risk of abuse faced by deaf children.

c) Funding for the training of more professional interpreters with an increase in the centers offering BSL training for staff and pupils.

d) Funding for Universities to train professionals and students to be deaf aware (e.g. Medicine, Law, Social Work, Education and Psychology).

e) Training for BSL interpreters to include child protection awareness training and those who are interpreting child protection legal cases should have access to specialist child protection and legal training.

f) Awareness that deaf children should not be excluded from sport activities or education classes.

g) Use of professional interpreting services when facilitated communication is needed and not to rely on family members to sign for deaf children because they are often an inhibiting factor for deaf children.
h) Fitting of safety alert systems including personal vibrating bleeps to help reduce pupils’ anxiety and relieve stress. Make schools 'deaf friendly' with flashing lights and Loop systems for those who would benefit from such equipment.

i) Funding for specialist support services so that all deaf children have an equal opportunity as any other child irrespective of their Postcode (zip code).

j) Funding for more psychologists to work in children's mental health.

k) Increase awareness of the cultural needs of the Deaf Community by challenging such discriminatory views held by the establishment regarding the ability of deaf people to play an active role in Society.
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